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In business,
marketing is
everything. At
least that’s what
the marketing
professionals tell
us...

“

James Dyson didn’t
become one of the richest
men in Britain without
good marketing

But they have a strong argument. If you don’t have a
market, where do you take your business?
But the obvious next question is: what marketing
tools do you employ?
A direct mail campaign? An attempt to attract
the enormous global audience of the internet?
Guerrilla marketing? A social media experiment?
TV advertising? It’s hard to pick the best marketing
solution for your company.

Digital marketing...
Using advanced digital technologies, the future
looks particularly bright for content driven
marketing, enhanced with bolt-on services to drive
web traffic. Pay Per Click (PPC) adverts mean you
get a detailed picture of your potential customers.
Recall, where adverts are presented to an online
customer who has searched for something similar
in the past, are something you will have noticed
yourself when shopping online… So why not use
yourself it as an online business tool?
Software exists that can give you intelligent content
streaming which directly matches a customer’s
search criteria. You can even find digital marketing
solutions which match household demographics
to really pinpoint your audience. (And you can
even pinpoint your advertising payments, to avoid
paying for the ones which get skipped.)
And as marketing becomes cleverer, and more
technical and more targeted, it also becomes
harder to pick the best marketing solution for
your company. It can become very confusing.
Like wandering around a marketing maze, trying
desperately to make the right decision, finding the
right turn to find the smoothest path to wherever it
is you want to go. Because marketing can be what
turns a business into a success.
Wiltshire based billionaire James Dyson didn’t
become one of the richest men in Britain without
good marketing. Who knew they needed a bagless
vacuum cleaner if they didn’t know the bagless
vacuum cleaner even existed? A strong product no
doubt helped his cause. But a detailed marketing
campaign will have hoovered up customers.

Creating a strategy
Marketing is an investment. And like all investments, it
is a gamble and you need to make sure the odds are in
your favour. That you back a winner.
If a marketing strategy doesn’t come to mind easily, how
do you make sure you choose the right one? Investing
in stock or space or staff seems a more tangible move. If
you hire the right people, your business becomes more
productive, if you find the right location, you can realise
the advantages.
Marketing on the other hand, seems more of an abstract
maze, where sometimes you can’t even see the path
ahead, or be certain it exists. And it depends on the
business you are taking to market.

In a traditional market square, it might just depend on
setting your stall up in the right place.
But if you’re marketing something that potential
customers might not even know they need, how best to
get them on board.
And as with many aspects of life in the 21st century,
we are sometimes bamboozled by options. So many
choices in everything from dating and fashion to travel
and food, sometimes leaves us bewildered and lacking
direction. Marketing is the same, so it seems sensible to
opt for some guidance. A knowledgable helping hand
to guide us through that maze.

“

. ..tracking your impact can
be extremely helpful.
Jon Sloan
Marketing Director

Measuring return

One expert,
Jon Sloan, says
that whatever
your business,
marketing
should be the
core that runs
right through it.

He believes the approach to marketing
will evolve as your business grows, but
that fundamentally it should be seen as
the key link between the business and
its customers.
But your approach to it depends on
what you want to do and who you want
to reach.
Mr Sloan, the marketing director of An.X
Agency in Salisbury is optimistic about
recent advances in technology which
make it easier for businesses to reach
ever growing numbers of people - and
importantly, to track the effect.
He said: ‘Talking to an already engaged
audience is a very simple method of
communication.

‘But over time, these methods have
become much more complex, much
more complicated.
‘This gives the opportunity of reaching
a more diverse audience through more
sophisticated channels.’
‘The key thing that kills most businesses
is cash flow. Measuring the effectiveness
of what you’re doing, and tracking your
impact can be extremely helpful.’
At the Swindon and Wiltshire Growth
Hub, experts are on hand to help you
make the right marketing decision,
whether you sell home made honey
products or Arctic weddings.

Marketing that drives sales
One Wiltshire based business which has embraced the
technical side of marketing is Procol, in Melksham, which
designs and builds work spaces for other businesses.
Clients include Siemens, Vodafone, and Bristol Airport,
and the business has an annual turnover of £8million,
from projects with an average cost of around £70,000.
Managing Director Nick Denning, bumped into a
marketing expert at a networking event organised by
the Swindon and Wiltshire Business Hub, and got talking
about business development.
Mr Denning said the fresh approach to marketing,
through a website re-design, SEO, and using software to
monitor who looks at the website and for how long, has
been something of a revelation.

He explained: ‘We were looking to develop our website
from something that was just computer wallpaper to
something that actually functioned as a marketing tool
for us. We wanted an all singing all dancing website.’
Mr Denning said the nature of their business meant
that they usually went looking for business, or relied on
repeat business from satisfied customers and word of
mouth recommendations.
‘Very rarely,’ he says, ‘Did potential clients come looking
for us.’
Now that has completely changed. From almost zero
new inward enquiries, the business is now attracting
about one a week. And for this type of project-led
business, with long lead times, the difference if huge.

NICK DENNING
MANAGING DIREC TOR

‘Developing a new
brand identity, website
and campaign has led
to high quality leads
and new business.’

‘We could have employed a salesman,
with a salary and a car, in the hope
of drumming up new business,’ said
Mr Denning. ‘Instead, we pay much
less to have a website maintained by
an expert, with improved internet
search ranking, and the ability to track
potential customers who use the site.
Peter Hawtin, continues to advise Procol
on their cutting edge strategy, which
involved implementing a specialised
campaign to attract target prospects to
the website, developing a new brand
identity and new website to convert
web visitors to leads, and introducing

an email newsletter to provide a
regular and long term dialogue with
customers, both past and prospective.
He said of the company: ‘They have
already had some high quality leads
and new business as a result of the
integrated digital marketing.
’They had the vision to take a step
back and see the big picture and the
benefits of adopting a smart integrated
marketing strategy.’
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Recipe for success
Rob and Francesca Jones have also seen the
benefits of smart marketing advice for their family
business which looks after the kitchen hardware in
pubs and restaurants across Wiltshire and beyond.
Four years ago they went from being a sole trader
to a Limited Company and enlisted the help of
Swindon and Wiltshire Growth Hub to get things
moving.
Francesca said they wanted the business to look
more professional, with a new logo, website, and a
recognisable design on their previously white van.
With the support and introductions provided
by the Hub, they have seen a 20% increase in
business, and feel confident about the appearance
of Caterfix Kitchens.
The Chippenham firm secured a grant from the
Hub to pay for 50% of their marketing costs, and
were delighted with the results.
Co-director Francesca explained: ‘We didn’t really
know anything about logos and that sort of thing.
We didn’t know exactly what we wanted, but the
advice and support we received was just what we
needed.

“

They have seen a
20% increase in
business
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“

The help we got
from the Swindon
and Wiltshire
Growth Hub, and the
marketing company
they introduced
us to, helped us to
focus our minds on
what we needed to
do to grow.

‘Shortly after getting the logo on
the van, a client spotted it, got in
touch, and now that business has
paid for the van for a year. Lots of
our business is created by word of
mouth, from chefs moving around
kitchens, and recommending our
service. When new clients see
our new website it shows them
that we are a professional outfit.
We always were, of course, but
appearances do matter!’

She added: ‘The help we got from
the Swindon and Wiltshire Growth
Hub, and the marketing company
they introduced us to, helped us
to focus our minds on what we
needed to do to grow.’
From a marketing point of view,
it sounds like a kitchen repair
company that is cooking on gas.

Top 6 tips...
1.

“Know your Market” - Understand who
you are selling to, and why they want to
buy. Be targeted, rather than taking a
scattergun approach.

2.

Measure outcomes - monitor campaigns
so you know what’s working, and use
insights gained to refine and adapt.

3.

Communicate - Talk to your customers,
past, present and future - use an email
newsletter, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Instagram etc…. whatever method you
choose, stay in touch and show you care.

4.

Be bold - getting people’s’ attention
makes good marketing sense, but make
sure it’s relevant.

5.

Stay fresh - customers are easily bored.
While consistency is good, make sure
you introduce different offers, or offer
information and advice that is up-to-date
and relevant.

6.

Going for growth - look out for new
markets or opportunities for current
products, or opportunities for new
products for existing customers.

FREE Invitation to attend a Marketing Seminar:-

SOCIAL MEDIA FOR BUSINESS - 16th November 2016 from 9.30am-1pm
Learn how to plan campaigns and make
effective use of these new channels such as:



Twiiter



Pinterest



Facebook



Instagram

This workshop will help you decide what’s
right for you and bring you lots of tips about
how to get the best out of each.
Places are limited, please book early to
avoid disappointment:
Click here to book
For other events check out Swindon
and Wiltshire Events: http://swindon.
wiltshirebusinesshub.co.uk/events

